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One night recently I had a dream. I was teaching a high school class — textbookstuff, reading it, asking questions about it, receiving answers, seeing if the subjectmatter was getting across, going to the board, writing down key words and
phrases. All very predictable. Most of it very humdrum. Then I put down the book, sat on
the edge of the table and asked the class, “Does this stuff really matter? What do you think is
in it for you? Let’s be upfront with each other.” No immediate response. I waited. And then
one by one came their opinions — the beginning of a spirited exchange.
Does this stuff really matter? How much curriculum is guided by that question? At the
end of the class, at the end of the day or week or semester or year how much really matters?
What really matters in the long run?
Fifty years is a sizeable period of time in the life of a school. Long enough to answer the
really matters question. Several articles on the occasion of Neil McNeil High School’s 50th
Anniversary give answers seen from different vantage points: the different decades between
1958 and 2008, the different Principals, the different students, the different expectations,
the different staff members, the different facilities. Above all, perhaps, the different spirit
that pervaded the halls and classrooms. Neil’s story continues to be a vital embodiment of
ongoing Spiritan education.
Exteriorly, the building looks much the same as it did in 1958. It added a third floor after
a few years, it included several portables and an annex for about thirty years. Currently it is
back to the original main building, but with a shine and a sparkle that it formerly lacked. Its
hallways proudly display people and events, in groups or singly, as they recall how it once
was and what it has become. If these hallways could talk …
Not everybody succeeded in Neil. Students left to go elsewhere. Staff moved on through
relocation or retirement. An all male teaching body benefited from the introduction of several
women teachers. Enrolment dropped for a period of time. But now it is on the rise again and
a larger school building is needed. Plans for the future of the school are being drawn up.
What really matters? 
As Neil celebrates its fiftieth anniversary this Pentecost Sunday, a lot will be said about its
school spirit. There were inspired and inspiring teachers, inspired and inspiring classes,
inspired and inspiring students. The mixture resulted in self-discovery, mutual enrichment,
growth, greater insight into oneself and life. Things came together. When the subject
mattered seventy minutes went by all too quickly. Sometimes things fell apart — seventy
minutes can be an eternity in such a classroom. 
But it wasn’t just “stuff” that really mattered. The intermix of adults and teenagers made
all the difference. Popular teachers made life bearable — not those whose requirements
made their course an “easy pass”, but those who brought their material to life and brought
life to their teaching. Spirit-filled teachers passed on the flame of their enthusiasm to eager
teenagers and sparked something in their hearts and minds. Is that the reason why so many
Neil graduates became in their turn teachers? Did their high school years light a spark in
them, resonate within them, to become teachers of others?
Pentecost is a story of the one and the many — one spirit, many tongues, many cultures.
It starts with a group gathered together in an upper room. On them the Spirit of God
descends “like tongues of fire”. Outside many pilgrims from all over the Roman Empire
have gathered for the feast of Pentecost. The group of twelve leave the safety of their room
and go among these strangers. They have a message to proclaim — a message about Jesus,
who had been crucified, but was now alive. They carry his Spirit with them and they find
many eager listeners. 
Over the course of the years their successors carried that spirit with them where Jesus
himself never went: foreign lands, other continents. They became his witnesses, his teachers
to the ends of the earth. Neil McNeil’s 50th celebrates one particular episode in that
ongoing story — convinced that this stuff really matters.
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